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Well put.

On Wed, Feb 11, 2015 at 11:54 AM, John Podesta <john.podesta@gmail.com> wrote:

> Off the record. No, mostly about Brock's eccentricities shall we say.
> On Feb 10, 2015 1:36 PM, "Confessore, Nicholas" <nconfess@nytimes.com>
> wrote:
> 
> >> Hi John,
> >> I am sure you have lot and lots of downtime these days to talk to
reporters, and so this question no doubt is well-timed.

But can you offer any wisdom on whether this contretemps between Messina and Brock tells us anything about the future of the other Obama alums who have found places, or are seeking them, in Greater Clintonland?

To put the question more directly--is this blow up over Media Matters going to make it harder for the Clinton folks to bring in and use effectively the best of the Obama alums?

Seems you are among the few people widely respected in both camps. So your opinion would count for a lot.

thank you,

Nick
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Tor is an encrypted anonymising network that makes it harder to intercept internet communications, or see where communications are coming from or going to.

Tails is a live operating system, that you can start on almost any computer from a DVD, USB stick, or SD card. It aims at preserving your privacy and anonymity.

The Courage Foundation is an international organisation that supports those who risk life or liberty to make significant contributions to the historical record.

Bitcoin uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority or banks; managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out collectively by the network.